We have so much to update you on, and I don't want you to wait until our
print newsletter! So enjoy these spark notes on all our latest Divine Mercy
Care happenings.
Please view this summary slideshow of pictures from the month!

Please consider making a donation to DMC so we can continue our important programs and
outreach.

- New Conscience Protections for Healthcare Workers
Corresponding with the March for Life, it was announced that there would be additional
protections for workers who did not want to engage in abortion. This is extremely important for
our medical education and outreach program, which tries to inspire the next generation of
medical providers to practice pro-life medicine despite legitimate concern over possible legal
repercussions. It also ensures ongoing protection for Tepeyac and similar centers that
are completely pro-life. It's sad to see anyone fight against the importance of conscience in a
free nation.
Here's two articles on this for your benefit:
Trump Rescues Pro-Life Docs and Nurses - Real Clear Politics
"President Trump's initiative is intended to stop what Cardinal Timothy Dolan calls the
'increasing and fierce attack on conscience rights' in medicine."
Medical Establishment Opposes Conscience Rights - National Review
"Basic comity requires such focused enforcement of legal conscience protections. Otherwise,
pro-lifers will be driven entirely out of medicine–an outcome I assume the leaders of the
Massachusetts Medical Society would heartily applaud."

- Cecile Richard's Resignation from Planned Parenthood
Divine Mercy Care Press Statement, View Online Here:
The announcement of Cecile Richards’ resignation as president of Planned Parenthood inspired
excitement and hopefulness in pro-life leaders. Internationally known Dr. John Bruchalski,
founder of Tepeyac OB/GYN and Divine Mercy Care; Will Waldron, Divine Mercy Care’s
executive director; and Chaney Mullins, operations manager of Pro Women’s Healthcare
Centers (PWHC) had this to say regarding Planned Parenthood’s future:
“An organization that’s genuinely concerned with healthcare must operate from a basis of sound
medical science,” said Dr. Bruchalski. “A change of course at this point in Planned Parenthood’s
history would permit that organization to do exactly that. Safe, free, effective, all-natural
fertility-based family planning methods will serve the whole woman and permit full
development of empowered women—something that Planned Parenthood has long professed to
support.”
“Under new leadership,” Waldron commented, “Planned Parenthood will have a new chance to
live up to its name by developing programs and services that actually assist people who plan to
become parents. I’ve lost track of how long the disconnect between the Planned Parenthood
name and its concentration on abortion and artificial birth control (both methods of ensuring no
parenthood) has been growing. No one who’s interested in truthfulness can feel comfortable
with such a contradiction.”
Mullins remarked that “Planned Parenthood has had quite the leader at its helm. In Richards’
time, Planned Parenthood has grown into one of the most well-known and controversial
organizations. She oversaw a shift in Planned Parenthood’s marketing language from ‘choice’ to
‘healthcare,’ leading many to think Planned Parenthood is a vital women’s healthcare provider
in the social safety net. Instead, women want wider options presented to them—organic family
planning options, birth options, parenting and adoption options—real choices and assistance
from high-quality healthcare providers. This is the promise of PWHC, and we are glad to be an
emerging voice for women’s health.”
In an off-the-record collective statement, all three of these pro-life warriors expressed
agreement: Planned Parenthood is presented with an unparalleled opportunity to transform its
services into what truly promotes the best interests of women.

- The Launch of our DMC Program Pro Women's Healthcare Centers
(PWHC)

We are proud to announce the official launch of Pro Women's Healthcare Centers
(PWHC). This is the new manifestation of our Divine Mercy Care national unity program, which
is part of our mission to unify the pro-life movement. PWHC is a certification seal - like a Good
Housekeeping Seal of Approval - for other centers similar to Tepeyac OB/GYN across the
country. The mission of the consortium of Pro Women's Healthcare Centers is to partner with
women to provide comprehensive, convenient, compassionate, high-quality medical services
and access to social services that empower them to care for their health.

Learn More:
PWHC website pwhcenters.org
PWHC Facebook Page
PWHC Launch Event Video

PWHC Launch Media Coverage:
 Former Abortionist Launches Certification Program for Pro-Life Women’s

Healthcare Centers – LifeSiteNews

 For Moms Who Don’t Want an Abortion, This New Push Is Transforming

Pro-Life Health Care – Christian Post
 Pro-Life Doctors Unite Under Pro Women’s Healthcare Centers – The
Arlington Catholic Herald
 He Did Abortion Until He Had Three Powerful Encounters with the Holy
Spirit – LifeNews.com; Reprint – Follow News

We will be explaining much more about this program in the coming year and look forward to
answering your questions. Chaney Mullins is the Operations Manager for PWHC and will be
focusing on that role more and more, and we are happy to welcome Greg Lynch onto the DMC
staff as our Major Gifts Officer. His biography will appear in the next full-length newsletter.

Please Consider Making a Donation Directly to the PWHC Project

- The Honor Given to Dr. Bruchalski by Solidarity Healthshare
Solidarity Healthshare honored Dr. Bruchalski and Tepeyac OB/GYN along with the work of
Morning Star OB/GYN at their reception the night before the March for Life. This was a
significant honor and came with a monetary donation towards Pro Women's Healthcare
Centers, which unites Tepeyac, Morning Star, and other practices around shared standards.

View Video Here

- Dr. B and DMC at the March for Life in DC and the Walk for Life West
Coast
Ted Cruz Sighting Under the DMC Banner

Facebook Live: Dr. Bruchalski Addresses Walk for Life West Coast

